Annex L – PSP Results - Brussels

Gender (21 respondents)
Sex [Male]

Sex [Female]

Age (21 respondents)
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

5% 0% 0%
10%

38%

14%
62%
71%

How are you connected to
the military?
(21 respondents)

Where are you at in your
posting? (21 respondents)
Arrived within the last year

Military member

Leaving in the next year

Spouse/partner of a military member

Mid posting

Son or daughter of a military member
Sponsored Civilian Employee
Other

38%

0% 0% 0%

52%

43%
57%
10%

What is your first official
language? (21 respondents)
English

French

Other

5%

33%
62%

-Spanish
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Do you feel your European Funds are being well spent?
(16 respondents)
Yes

No

Don't Know

15
11
9

8
5

4

3
1

Chalet Program

0

1

European Fund
Grant

4

1
Spousal Deployment Academic Program
Support

Chalet Program
-Good to have an overall info book
-My personal opinion is that this program is old and dated. It appeals to people who always think
they're going to get the best deal via a military offering, which is not always the case. With the advent
of the internet one is now quickly and easily able to find equivalent properties, at the same or even
better rates, on their own. Also, most of these properties require air transport which they don't
usually book until they know whether or not they've "won" the chalet lottery. At which point they
find out that the price of travel makes the chalet not look like a very good deal after all. The chalet
program is really only worth it if you determine that you'd like to visit a place first, book the airfare
and then wait to see if you win a property. If you don't then, no big deal, you were going there
anyway so can look into other options through VRBO or whatever.
-With all the online tools and resources the chalet program is somewhat obsolete.
Any deals on accommodation are offset by the costs of airfare once you are confirmed as having won
a chalet.
Spousal Deployment Support
-Good to have an overall info book
-I'm not aware of this program
Academic Program
-Good to have an overall info book
-The YEP virtual training program is very good.
-Does this refer to the distance learning courses through DEM?
-Not sure what this is...perhaps the bursary for first year university?
-what is that?
Can you suggest any other PSP morale and welfare program(s) that could be funded through the
European Fund? Keep in mind it must be open to all European Fund members.
-Indepth language training. Post secondary Grants/ bursaries for older teens of Outcan members who
do not have the same employment opportunities as their peers in Canada.
-Summer internship/employment opportunities for dependent children.
-Fitness Grants
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Do you feel you have the
opportunity to provide input
into Personnel Support
Programs? (16 respondents)
Yes

Somewhat

How important is this to
you? (16 respondents)
Very Important

Somewhat

Not Important

No

0%

0%
44%

31%
56%

69%

-Many of the PSP programs on offer are repeats of what happens every year. Perhaps, as a Canadian
community, we should get together for a facilitated PSP brainstorming session instead of simply
answering a limited survey.

Do you and your family
participate in UF activities?
Yes

No

0%

100%

What types of activities would you like to see offered at
your location? (17 respondents)
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Cultural / Outdoor / Social /
Arts
Adventure Wellness

Sports

Special
Events

Group
Travel

Other

-special teen initiatives (Highschool senior level, commonwealth military gravesite visits, for
example)
-Driving knowledgeably and safely in a new country.
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What motivates you to
participate in UF activities?
(17 respondents)
Cost

Convenience

Community Spirit

Other

Why don't you participate in
UF activities?
(0 respondents)

5%
33%

35%

27%

-interesting subject
-School schedules. Personal Interest.

Are you aware of the PSP
morale and welfare benefits,
rebates and/or programs
available to you and your
family in your area?
(17 respondents)
Yes

No

Are you satisfied with the PSP
services you receive?
(17 respondents)
Yes

Somewhat

18%

6%
82%
94%

Is there something PSP offers in
your area that you feel is NOT
necessary? (16 respondents)
No

Yes

Don’t know

19%
25%

56%

-The chalets; the Christmas ski trip
-The newsletter seems full of unnecessary advertising for mediocre local restaurants that have
nothing to do with Brussels events. Just an observation. No value added
-Chalet program and winter ski trip
-Annual week long Christmas ski trip
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How did you hear about PSP
services in Europe?
(17 respondents)
Community Member
Email from PSP
Welcome Briefing
On-line
Other
6%

0%

19%

42%
33%

How would you like to receive
PSP information in the future?
(17 respondents)
Website

Newsletter

FaceBook

Other
3%

0%

17%
59%

21%

Email

